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Executive Summary

This report documents the death of prisoners inside Chad’s Direction de la Documentation et de la Sécurité
(DDS) prisons between 1982 and 1990, and the extent to which former Chadian president Hissène Habré
and senior officials within his government are responsible for human rights violations committed by the
DDS. The report presents evidence which is consistent with the hypothesis that the policies and practices of
Hissène Habré and senior DDS officials, whom Habré appointed, contributed to deaths in custody on a level
substantially higher than the adult mortality rate of Chad at the time. The analysis tests the hypotheses that
Habré had a superior-subordinate relationship with senior DDS officials and had knowledge of their actions,
which resulted in substantial deaths in custody. The available evidence also suggests Habré’s “failure to act”
in his lack of action to prevent these deaths or reprimand his subordinates who were charged with day-to-day
oversight of DDS prisons. The conclusions of the report are developed by analyzing official records of the
DDS and other government departments, which were recovered by Human Rights Watch (HRW) in 2001
from the abandoned DDS headquarters in N’Djamena, the Chadian capital.

Hissène Habré assumed the presidency of Chad in 1982 and immediately set up the DDS. From the
documents recovered from the DDS and coded by HRW to extract data from the narrative, we show that
while the DDS was originally part of the Ministry of Interior, within 6 months of its founding Habré re-
organized it to operate as a special unit outside of the Ministry of Interior with direct reporting lines to
Habré himself. From analysis of routine DDS records, including Situation Journals and death certificates
which were recovered and coded, we found that the observed mortality rate within the DDS prisons varied
from 30 per 1,000 to 87 per 1,000 prisoners. This rate is substantially higher than the crude death rate
of Chad in the 1970’s and 1990’s which was less than 25 per 1,000, see section 5.2 The crude death rate
for the whole of Chad, unlike DDS prison mortality, is mainly driven by high infant mortality. A total of
12,321 individual victims were mentioned in the recovered and coded documents, including documentation
of 1,208 deaths in detention. From these documents, we verified that President Habré received 1,265 direct
communications about 898 DDS prison detainees. This is direct evidence that Habré’s subordinates within
the DDS communicated detailed information about the ongoing practices and events within the DDS prisons.

The recovered and coded DDS documents provide evidence that the DDS operations were carried out
across the different provinces of Chad, and that the senior leadership of the DDS was informed about these
operations in different regions. Acts of arbitrary arrest, detention and torture are mentioned in the docu-
ments. It is not possible to determine how representative these recovered and coded documents are of all
DDS documents ever written. Yet, these documents provide evidence of the type of acts which were car-
ried out by the DDS and that the senior leadership, including President Habré, were continuously informed
about such acts. Furthermore, among the recovered documents is an Oath of Allegiance in which officials,
upon their recruitment into the DDS, swear “their honor, faithfulness and dedication to the President of
the Republic...” and solemnly “promise to never betray and keep secret all the activities of the DDS.” This
suggest how closely President Habré was involved with the operations of the DDS and its oversight.

To further assess command responsibility of the DDS, we analyzed the document flow into and out of the
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DDS. Of the 2,7331 official documents recovered from the former DDS headquarters and coded by HRW, 384
were direct communications from the DDS to President Habré. The bulk of the remaining documents (for
which authorship and recipients were readily identifiable) were internal communications within the DDS.
These internal documents were usually from the BSIR (Chad’s Special Rapid Action Brigade) to the DDS
leadership, or from the different service units to the Director of the DDS. Our analysis of document flow
shows that

• The Director of the DDS (who was appointed directly by President Habré) received regular written
communications from the service units of the DDS.

• President Habré continuously received ad-hoc communications from the DDS Director and its service
units about its policies and practices.

• President Habré was directly informed about the status of 898 prisoners, including 38 deaths in deten-
tion.

• There is a notable difference between written communication from the Ministry of Interior (MoI) to
President Habré and the communication from the DDS to President Habré. This suggests that the
DDS was not a regular line ministry (like the MoI), but rather operated like a special unit of the office
of the President. This suggests a clear superior-subordinate relationship between President Habré and
the DDS.

• President Habré and the Director of the DDS had direct authority for the promotions and transfers of
the senior DDS leadership.

Our analysis shows evidence that

• Large-scale human rights violations were carried out inside the DDS prisons.

• Both President Habré and the Director of the DDS were well informed of DDS operations and prisoner
deaths.

• There was a superior-subordinate relationship between President Habré and the DDS senior leadership.

There are several limitations of our findings. Foremost is the fact that we are unable to estimate the
total magnitude of violations carried out by DDS officials and the full extent of President Habré’s knowledge
of these acts. However, our analysis of the DDS’s own records does show evidence that large-scale human
rights violations were committed by the DDS, that the DDS was under President Habré’s command, and
that Habré was continuously informed about DDS operations. Also, although we identified some instances
of officials being relieved of their duties by their superiors, it is not clear on what basis such actions were
taken.

1Three of the documents were not useful for most of our statistical analysis, see Appendix C.2
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1 Introduction

Hissène Habré ruled Chad from 1982 until De-
cember 1990, when he was deposed by the cur-
rent Chadian president, Idriss Déby Itno. Numer-
ous and credible reports of large-scale human rights
violations were made during Habré’s presidential
rule. These violations may have been the result
of the Habré administration’s policies and bureau-
cratic practices. For example, soon after becom-
ing president Habré established a new official secu-
rity agency, the “Documentation and Security Di-
rectorate (DDS),” which had a direct reporting line
to Habré himself. An official truth commission set
up by the current president Idriss Déby in 1992, con-
cluded that the DDS distinguished itself “by its cru-
elty and contempt for human life.”2

In May 2001, Human Rights Watch (HRW) dis-
covered a cache of 49,000 abandoned documents
in the abandoned former DDS headquarters in
N’Djamena. Following this discovery, the Chadian
government granted the Chadian Association of Vic-
tims of Political Repression and Crimes (AVCRP),
assisted by HRW and by the International Federa-
tion of Human Rights Leagues (FIDH), access to the
documents and the right to use them freely. HRW
selected 2,7333 documents for digitization and entry
into a database based on their apparent relevance
to human rights issues (see section C.2). They se-
lected all documents relating to detention, interroga-
tion and counter-espionage, as well as to the organi-
zational structure of the DDS. The sample didn’t
include routine administrative correspondence, or
daily reports about the media. In addition to these

official administrative records, the AVCRP and a
number of other victims groups in Chad have col-
lected testimonies from victims and the families of
these victims who suffered human rights violations
by the DDS and Habré’s official security agencies.

HRW requested technical assistance from
Benetech’s Human Rights Data Analysis Group
(HRDAG) to provide database representation and
statistical analysis of the documents found in the
DDS and the victim testimonies collected by local
groups in Chad.4 This report presents a statistical
analysis of data from the 2,7335 documents recov-
ered from the former DDS headquarters and coded
by HRW, and other available data.6

This report presents descriptive statistical and
qualitative analysis of prison conditions within the
DDS—namely reported deaths in custody and acts
of torture—as well as the observed flow of written
communication between the DDS, the Ministry of
the Interior and President Habré, and the evolution
of promotions and transfers of senior officials within
the DDS.

The analysis contained in this report builds on
earlier reports of the human rights violations con-
nected to Hissène Habré’s DDS in Chad.7 Amnesty
International, in their 2001 report “Chad: The
Habré Legacy,” noted that their documentation
work in the 1980’s gave only a brief overview of vi-
olations committed during Habré’s administration.
The Amnesty report notes Habré’s “deliberate strat-

2Report of the Commission of Inquiry into the Crimes and Misappropriations Committed by Ex-President Habré, his Ac-
complices and Accessories, May 1992, English translation by United States Institute of Peace, “Transitional Justice: How
Emerging Democracies Reckon with Former Regimes, Vol III: Laws, Rulings and Reports” (Neil J. Kritz, ed., Washington D.C.:
U.S. Institute of Peace, 1994).

3Three of the documents were not useful for most of our statistical analysis, see Appendix C.2
4At the time of HRW’s first request, HRDAG was located at the American Association for the Advancement of Science.
5Three of the documents were not useful for most of our statistical analysis, see Appendix C.2
6For a detailed presentation of the data on which this report is based, see Appendix C.
7Cruz, Miguel, Jana Dudokovic and Kristen Cibelli “Preliminary Statistical Analysis of AVCRP & DDS Documents—A

report to Human Rights Watch about Chad under the government of Hissène Habré”. November 4, 2003. Available online at
http://www.hrdag.org/resources/publications/chad-20031104a.pdf
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egy of shrouding in secrecy the practices of his
agents, and consequently, about the fate of their
prisoners...”.8 The recovery of original administra-
tive records from the DDS provides a new opportu-
nity to uncover the abuses that the DDS carried out

during Habré’s presidency and how involved Habré
was in the oversight of DDS policies and practices.
This report presents new findings from analysis of
the DDS’s own records which were recovered and
coded by HRW in 2001.

2 Historical Context & Background

Chad is a land-locked, central African country of
approximately 10.5 million people. During the pres-
idential reign of Hissène Habré from 1982 to 1990,
the population was estimated to be around 5 mil-
lion.9 The country is home to more than 200 dis-
tinct ethnic and linguistic groups. Chad’s landscape
is diverse: savanna in the south, desert in the north
and arid Sahelian zone in the center.

Since its independence from France in 1960,
Chad’s political history has been characterized by
instability, repression, outside intervention and civil
war.10 Direct and indirect intervention by foreign
powers including Libya and France. The United
States has also had notable influence on Chad’s in-
ternal politics.

Between 1979 and 1982, the Transitional Gov-
ernment of National Unity (GUNT, by its French
acronym) administered Chad, headed by President
Goukouni Oueddei. In 1980, then defense minister
Hissène Habré and his armed forces (Forces Armees
du Nord, FAN) launched an armed revolt against

the government. In June 1982, Habré and his forces
deposed Goukouni by force from the Chadian capi-
tal, N’Djamena. By October 1982, Habré had been
officially proclaimed President of Chad. Within four
months, in January 1983, Habré set up the Direction
de la Documentation et de la Sécurité (DDS) by a
special presidential decree.

International human rights groups have argued
that Habré’s presidential reign between 1982 and
1990 was characterized by widespread human rights
violations and state terror against the people of
Chad.11 Habré’s administration was known for its
use of unlawful arrests, detentions and mass killings
of political opponents of his government and their
supporters.12 At different times during his presiden-
tial reign, Habré targeted entire ethnic groups based
on his suspicions that certain members of these eth-
nic groups were plotting to overthrow him. His ad-
ministration carried out targeted campaigns against
the Sara in 1984, the Hadjarai in 1987 and the Za-
ghawa clan in 1989.13

8Amnesty International (2001) “Chad: The Habré Legacy”. AI Index: AFR 20/004/2001. October, 2001.
9Population Division of the Department of Economic and Social Affairs of the United Nations Secretariat, World Population

Prospects: The 2006 Revision and World Urbanization Prospects: The 2005 Revision, http://esa.un.org/unpp
10See, for example,

Nolutshungu, Sam C. Limits of Anarchy: Intervention and State Formation in Chad. Charlottesville: University Press of
Virginia, 1996.
Azevedo, Mario J. Roots of Violence: A History of War in Chad. Amsterdam: Gordon and Breach Publishers, 1998.

11See, for example,
Amnesty International (2001) ‘Chad: The Habré Legacy’. AI Index: AFR 20/004/2001. October, 2001.
Human Rights Watch, “Chad: The Victims of Hissène Habré Still Awaiting Justice,” A Human Rights Watch Report, vol. 17,
no. 10(A), July 2005 [online], http://hrw.org/reports/2005/chad0705/index.htm.

12Ibid.
13Human Rights Watch, “Chad: The Victims of Hissène Habré Still Awaiting Justice,” A Human Rights Watch Report, vol.

17, no. 10(A), July 2005 [online], http://hrw.org/reports/2005/chad0705/index.htm.
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Upon deposing Habré and assuming the presi-
dency in 1990, Idriss Déby appointed a Commission
of Inquiry to investigate allegations of unlawful de-
tentions, widespread torture, disappearances, acts
of ill-treatment and mass killings.14 This Commis-
sion of Inquiry documented a total of 54,000 pris-
oners who had been held in Chadian prisons dur-
ing Habré’s presidential tenure. It also documented
3,806 people who had died in detention or had been
extra-judicially executed during Habré’s presiden-
tial reign.15 The Commission unscientifically esti-
mated that their documentation efforts represented
about 10% of the total unlawful killings attributed
to Habré’s administration—suggesting that as many
as 40,000 people may have been killed by Habré’s
administration.

For more than two decades, Chadian victims
groups such as the the Association of Victims of Po-
litical Repression and Crimes (AVCRP by its French
acronym) in collaboration with HRW, the Interna-
tional Federation of Human Rights Leagues (FIDH)
and Chadian and Senegalese human rights groups,

have been campaigning for truth and accountability
for Habré’s victims.

In 2000, Habré was indicted in Senegal before the
Senegalese courts ruled that he could not be tried
there. Preparations were then made to take the case
against Habré to Belgian courts under universal ju-
risdiction. In 2005, a Belgian judge issued an inter-
national arrest warrant charging Habré with crimes
against humanity, war crimes and torture committed
during his 1982–1990 presidential rule. In response
to the Belgian extradition request, Senegalese au-
thorities arrested Habré in November 2005, though
the Senegalese courts refused to make a ruling on the
legality of the extradition request. In response, the
government of Senegal requested that the African
Union recommend a competent jurisdiction in which
Habré could be tried. In mid 2006, consistent with
the recommendations of a panel of eminent African
jurists, the African Union mandated Senegal to pros-
ecute Habré. The Senegalese authorities agreed to
do so.

3 The Data: The Documents Recovered from the DDS and coded

by HRW

Governments and their leaders delegate functions
to line ministries and departments. Government
agencies necessarily create administrative records
to issue instructions, report on the status of sit-
uations, document personnel performance and dis-
ciplinary action, and coordinate the affairs of the
state. Most administrative records are formal com-
munications between two or more individuals or in-
stitutions. Other records simply record an action or
situation, but are distributed to one or more officials
who have responsibility for oversight and coordina-

tion in that area.

Official records of the DDS yield insights into
the formal functions and operations of the DDS by
providing a retrospective audit trail of its routine
and special operations. The records explain how the
DDS operated, the people who participated both di-
rectly and indirectly, the places and events involved,
and who was briefed about particular events, oper-
ations and processes. Previous analyses by the of-
ficial truth commission, Amnesty International and

14The President of the Council of State, Chief of State Decree No.014/P.CE/CJ/90, Republic of Chad, 29 Dec. 1990.
“Relative to the creation of a Commission of Inquiry into the crimes and misappropriation committed by the ex-president, his
accomplices and/or accessories.”

15Les crimes et detournements de l’ex-President Habré et de ses complices. Commission d’Enquete Nationale du Ministère
Tchadien de la Justice, pp. 69 and 97.
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Human Rights Watch have described a number of
specific events and characteristics of the DDS. This
section builds on their work. We analyze the recov-
ered and coded documents in the aggregate describ-
ing the pattern of flow of information between offi-
cials inside and outside the DDS. We also analyzed
the nature and content of some of the communica-
tion we observe from recovered DDS files and the
personnel movements of key DDS officials over time.

Figure 1: Reed Brody of HRW discovering the
abandoned administrative records of the DDS in
N’Djamena, Chad (May, 2001). Photo courtesy of
http://www.reedbrody.org

3.1 Background on the Discovery of
the Documents in the DDS

In 2001, when visiting the former headquarters of
the DDS in N’Djamena, Chad, HRW discovered a
room containing approximately 49,000 documents
including old magazines, photographs, radio tran-
scripts and official state files and memoranda. Af-
ter obtaining official permission to review and copy
these documents, HRW selected and coded 2,73316

documents which appeared to be the official docu-
ments and records of the DDS and other ministries.
These documents were copied, and copies were taken
to HRW’s New York City headquarters. Later, the
documents were scanned into digital images.

HRDAG designed and implemented a computer
database to store the documents and their meta-
data. The database enabled HRW researchers to
code information about the nature and content of
these documents. This report presents the principal
findings from the statistical analysis of these official
documents.

3.2 Uncertainty About the Represen-
tativeness of the Documents

It is unclear to what degree the discovered docu-
ments are representative of all the documents and
communications that were created between 1982 and
1990. It is not possible to deduce the total magni-
tude, pattern and nature of all documents produced
and received by the DDS between 1982 and 1990. It
is possible that the recovered and coded documents
share specific features with each other which are not
representative of other official documents, as a result
of one or many of the following attributes:

• the author or recipients of the recovered and
coded documents (e.g., Documents that in-

16Three of the documents were not useful for most of our statistical analysis, see Appendix C.2
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volve Habré might be more likely to be pre-
served),

• the content of the recovered and coded docu-
ments, or

• the way in which these documents were stored
by DDS officials.

The AVCRP and HRW selected documents for
scanning and database inclusion based on their ap-
parent relevance to human rights issues. They se-
lected documents relating to detention, interroga-
tion and counter-espionage, as well as to the struc-
ture of the DDS. They did not include routine ad-
ministrative correspondence, or daily reports about
the media in the sample selected for scanning and
database inclusion.

The limitations of the DDS data are similar to
those faced by Chad’s official truth commission. Af-
ter seventeen months’ work, in its May 1992 report
the Commission said: “It is only fair to draw the
reader’s attention to the fact that this investigation
covers only a minute proportion of the acts commit-
ted by the Habré dictatorship. Neither time granted
to the Commission, the means at its disposal nor
the availability of victims enabled it to conduct an
exhaustive investigation.”17

As a consequence of these limitations, this re-
port does not make inferential claims about the total
magnitude and pattern of document flow between
the DDS, the office of President Hissène Habré or
any of the line ministries. Nor are we able to make
inferences about the total magnitude or pattern of
human rights violations attributable to officials of
the DDS and President Hissène Habré. However, we
are able to draw conclusions about the existence of
clear, continuous and specialized lines of communi-

cations between the DDS and Hissène Habré about
the routine and special operations carried out by the
DDS during Habré’s presidency.

3.3 Transforming the Recovered and
Coded Documents into a Struc-
tured Data Format

As mentioned in Section 3.1, HRW discovered a
small mountain of paper documents in an aban-
doned N’Djamena DDS office in 2001. We helped
HRW to scan the documents, and we designed a
data model to systematically structure this infor-
mation. HRW staff coded the information into the
database accordingly. After HRW staff finished the
data coding and data entry of the database of doc-
uments, we extended the data model to capture de-
tail which was found after our preliminary analysis
of the database.18 This section describes how we
structured the information contained in the recov-
ered and coded documents.

We extracted information from the documents,
standardized it and coded it into a database. The
data model of the database was designed to help us
engage the following analytical questions related to
the Doctrine of Command Responsibility :

• What type of information was communicated
to and from the DDS in the recovered and
coded documents?

• What was the nature of this communication,
in terms of frequency, style and content?

• Who, at both individual and institutional lev-
els of involvement, was directly involved in the
communication? Who was indirectly involved

17Report of the Commission of Inquiry into the Crimes and Misappropriations Committed by Ex-President Habré, his Ac-
complices and Accessories, May 1992, English translation by United States Institute of Peace, “Transitional Justice: How
Emerging Democracies Reckon with Former Regimes, Vol III: Laws, Rulings and Reports” (Neil J. Kritz, ed., Washington D.C.:
U.S. Institute of Peace, 1994).

18Data coding is the process of transforming unstructured narrative information into a countable set of data elements, without
discarding important information or misrepresenting the collected information.
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(as an author, direct recipient, indirect recipi-
ent)?

• Were the tenures of particular senior officials
associated with specific policies and practices
of the DDS which resulted in human rights vi-
olations?

• What sort of positive feedback and/or disci-
plinary action taken by senior officials in rela-
tion to DDS personnel activity is contained in
the recorded documents?

The data preparation which we conducted prior
to our quantitative and qualitative analysis can
broadly be described as five main data processing
tasks:

1. extraction of raw information: the extrac-
tion from paper documents of information on
“date”, “institutional author”, “institutional
recipient(s)”, and “title” of the document, as
well as names of individuals which appeared
on the document, their role (as an author, di-
rect/indirect recipient or a person who was
mentioned in the content of the document),
and rank,

2. deletion of duplicate person records: duplicate
records (records of the same person being men-
tioned for the same reason multiple times in
the same document) were eliminated from the
database,

3. data editing : low-quality, inconsistent data
were corrected, by revisiting the original docu-
ment scans and updating the relevant database
entries,

4. imputation of missing data: the imputation of
information from related fields to fill in miss-
ing information about the individuals or in-
stitutions mentioned in the documents and/or

about the geographic location of the men-
tioned individuals and institutions,

5. construction of tenure periods of senior DDS
officials using both information available from
the recovered and coded DDS documents and
previous research findings developed by HRW.

Given the diversity of document types recovered
from the DDS, the different actors involved in these
written forms of communication and the manner in
which the documents were found, some documents
had either structurally missing information or in-
formation which was missing because the recovered
paper document was illegible due to weathering and
degradation. By structurally missing, we mean the
information was missing because it was not relevant
to that particular format of communication. An ex-
ample of structurally missing information is recipi-
ent information on personnel lists. These recovered
DDS documents appear to be information which was
constructed for the purposes of maintaining person-
nel records after official appointments were made,
rather than communicating appointments and trans-
fers to other officials.19

A detailed description of these three forms of
data preparation and the associated “missing data
methods” we used are presented in the attached
methods appendix, in Appendix C.

3.4 Document Distribution Over
Time and Across the DDS Hi-
erarchy

Figure 2 shows every mention of a DDS official
in the set of documents recovered and coded by
HRW. Because almost all the documents were re-
lated to the DDS, this figure gives a good overview
of their coverage in time and across the DDS hier-
archy. Red marks in the figure indicate mentions in

19See, for example, Liste de Personnel, Document No. 2848, DDS/G/P/900322-1, in HRW and Benetech HRDAG Document
Mapper Database.
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Figure 2: Visualization of the known tenures of DDS officials, together with mentions of those
officials in the documents recovered and coded by HRW. See the legend in Figure 3.4. Grey bars
bounded by parentheses denote tenures of known DDS officials which were collected by HRW. Blue and
red lines denote documents which mention officials. The lines’ horizontal position indicates the dates of
the documents, and their vertical position indicates which office is mentioned. Many of these mentions are
only by office and not by name, so it is possible for the lines to fall outside the bounds of known named
DDS officials. Red lines indicate documents authored by or addressed to Hissène Habré. Thin black arrows
connect tenures held by the same person; they denote known transfers and promotions.
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documents that were addressed to or authored by
Hissène Habré.

One interesting pattern revealed by Figure 2 is
that some DDS divisions are never mentioned until
late in Habré’s rule. We do not know if this is be-
cause those divisions did not exist at earlier times, or
because mentions of those divisions simply fail to oc-
cur in the small sample of documents recovered and
coded by HRW. But this pattern is consistent with
the hypothesis that the DDS grew under Habré’s di-
rection.20

start of official’s tenure end of official’s tenure

dates of DDS documents
mentioning this official

document addressed to
or authored by Habré

Figure 3: Legend for Figure 2

4 The Doctrine of Command Responsibility

Under the international legal doctrine of Com-
mand Responsibility, superiors can incur criminal li-
ability for acts committed by their subordinates if
they fail to prevent or punish subordinates for their
unlawful actions. Considerable case law was devel-
oped in the US Supreme Court case against Gen-
eral Tomoyuki Yamashita of Japan, in which Ya-
mashita was held responsible for atrocities which his
subordinates committed while under his command
in the Philippines during World War II.21 The In-
ternational Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yu-
goslavia (ICTY) and the newly established Interna-
tional Criminal Court (ICC) have further developed
the doctrine of command responsibility by defining
standards to which “a military commander or per-
son effectively acting as a military commander shall
be held criminally responsible for crimes.” Article
28 of the Rome Statue, which established the ICC,
states that22

a superior shall be criminally responsible
for crimes ... committed by subordinates

under his or her effective authority and
control, as a result of his or her failure to
exercise control properly over such sub-
ordinates, where:

• The superior either knew, or con-
sciously disregarded information
which clearly indicated, that the
subordinates were committing or
about to commit such crimes;
• The crimes concerned activities

that were within the effective re-
sponsibility and control of the su-
perior; and
• The superior failed to take all

necessary and reasonable measures
within his or her power to pre-
vent or repress their commission or
to submit the matter to the com-
petent authorities for investigation
and prosecution.

The Doctrine of Command Responsibility sets

20Marks, Stephen “The Hissène Habré Case: The Law and Politics of Universal Jurisdiction.” in Macedo, Stephen (2004) Uni-
versal Jurisdiction, National Courts and the Prosecution of Serious Crimes under International Law. Philadelphia: University
of Pennsylvania Press.

21In Law Reports of Trials of War Criminals, Trial of General Tomoyuki Yamashita, United States War Crimes Commission,
(1948).

22See Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court, July 17, 1998, UN Doc. A/CONF.183/9* www.un.org/icc.
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forth three elements establishing liability for crim-
inal acts, namely the existence of a superior-
subordinate relationship, the superior’s knowledge
that the subordinate was about to commit a crime
or had committed a crime, and the superior’s failure
to act.

In some cases, military commanders may be re-
sponsible for acts committed by subordinate mem-
bers of the armed forces, or other persons subject
to their control. For example, when troops commit
massacres and atrocities against the civilian popula-
tion of occupied territory or against prisoners of war,
the responsibility may rest not only with the actual
perpetrators, but also with the commander. This
responsibility arises directly when the acts in ques-
tion have been committed in pursuance of an order
from the commander concerned. The commander
is also responsible if he has actual knowledge, or
should have knowledge, through reports received by
him (or through other means) that troops or other
persons subject to his control are about to commit
or have committed a war crime and he fails to take
the necessary and reasonable steps to ensure com-
pliance with the law of war or to punish violators
thereof.

As it may be difficult to prove whether a superior
had actual knowledge of the unlawful acts of his/her

subordinates, eminent legal scholars have concluded
that a superior’s knowledge may be inferred and im-
puted from the surrounding circumstances and their
severity or notoriety. The UN Commission of Ex-
perts in the former Yugoslavia established in 1992,
pursuant to Security Council Resolution 780, has
recognized three forms of knowledge:

1. actual knowledge,

2. such serious personal dereliction on
the part of the commander as to
constitute willful and wanton disre-
gard of the possible consequences,
or

3. an imputation of constructive
knowledge, that is, despite pleas
to the contrary, the commander,
under the facts and circumstances
of the particular case, must have
known of the offenses charged and
acquiesced therein.

In the following sections, we analyze the recov-
ered and coded documents to assess what happened
at the DDS between 1982 and 1990, and what level
of knowledge Hisseène Habré and his senior officials
had concerning the actions of their subordinates. We
also assess the available evidence against the failure
to act criteria.

5 The DDS - Observed Practices and Processes

Among its many functions, the DDS was respon-
sible for the running of the prisons which held polit-
ical prisoners and so-called “enemies of the State.”
The DDS maintained routine records which docu-
ment the status of prisoners. Two such document
types were Situation Journals and Death Certifi-
cates. On a given day, daily Situation Journals
logged individuals who had been arrested and trans-

ferred to the DDS prison system, the number of pris-
oners held in detention in the morning, the num-
ber of prisoners held in detention in the afternoon,
those who were transferred between prison facilities
and those who had been released.23 HRW recov-
ered and coded 842 Situation Journals from the for-
mer DDS Headquarters. The DDS also produced
death certificates for individuals who died inside

23See Appendix D.6, for a scanned image of a Situation Journal recovered from the DDS.
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DDS prison facilities. HRW recovered and coded
178 of these death certificates from the DDS Head-
quarters. These death certificates logged such in-
formation as the name of the prisoner, their dates
of arrest, transfer (if any), and death, as well as the
names of the DDS official who created the death cer-
tificate and the DDS official to whom the death cer-
tificate was sent.24 This section develops an analysis
of prison conditions and prisoner mortality within
the DDS prisons, based on information contained
in the recovered and coded Situation Journals and
Death Certificates.

5.1 The Magnitude of Prisoner Infor-
mation Documented in the Re-
covered and Coded DDS Docu-
ments

A total of 12,321 different prison inmates were men-
tioned in the recovered and coded administrative

documents from the DDS.25 These victims were
mentioned 39,981 times in 1,941 different docu-
ments, 93.5% (37,371/39,981) of the transcribed vic-
tim names appeared in documents which originated
from the DDS itself.

In the DDS documents recovered and coded by
HRW, Hissène Habré received 1,265 direct commu-
nications from the DDS about the status of 898
detainees; 33.3% (296/898) of these victims were
mentioned in multiple separate communications to
Habré.26

Table 1 shows the distribution of unique tran-
scribed victim names across the different types of
administrative documents recovered and coded by
HRW. The overwhelming majority of documentation
about the victims, of the order of 90% (35987/39981)
of individual mentions, was created by the DDS in
the form of routine journal entries, periodic lists and
situation reports.

Table 1: Distribution of Transcribed Unique Victim Names by Document Type
Document Type Frequency %
Lists about the Status of Detainees 30,519 76.3
Situation Journals of the DDS 5,468 13.7
Document Originating from Outside the DDS 2,685 6.7
Internal Notes about Prisoners Kept by the DDS 1,111 2.8
Personnel Information about Agents of the DDS 198 0.5
Total 39,981 100

24See Appendix D.5, for a scanned image of a death certificate recovered from the DDS.
25The names of these individuals were matched according to the data matching rules and algorithms described in Appendix

C (Data & Methods). A total of 12,321 unique victims were identified by this data matching process.
The 1992 Truth Commission, established by current president Idriss Déby, concluded that between 1982 and 1990, the DDS
prisons held a total of 54,000 individuals (both dead and alive). This commission constructed a list of 3,806 people who had been
killed in extra-judicial killings, or died while held in detention between 1982 and 1990. It speculated that its documentation
represented no more than 10 percent of the violations and crimes committed under Hissène Habré. For details, see Report of
the Commission of Inquiry into the Crimes and Misappropriations Committed by Ex-President Habré, his Accomplices and
Accessories, May 1992, English translation by United States Institute of Peace, Transitional Justice: How Emerging Democra-
cies Reckon with Former Regimes, Vol III: Laws, Rulings and Reports. (Neil J. Kritz, ed., Washington D.C.: U.S. Institute of
Peace, 1994).

26See Section 7 of this Report for a detailed analysis of direct communications from the DDS to President Habré.
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Of the DDS documents recovered and coded by
HRW, 668 of the recovered documents explicitly
mentioned deaths in detention. In these 668 dif-
ferent documents, the deaths in detention of 1,208
individuals were mentioned 1,870 times; i.e. on
average, deaths-in-detention of individual detainees
were mentioned 1.5 times. Hissène Habré was di-
rectly informed of 38 deaths-in-detention which are
mentioned in the DDS documents recovered and
coded by HRW. Similar to other information about
detainees, the majority of transcribed informa-
tion about deaths-in-detention—88.4% (1654/1870)
of transcribed deaths-in-detention—were logged in
DDS Situation Journals and routine reports and
lists.

A total of 712 deaths in detention between 1983
and 1989 were documented in death certificates re-
covered and coded by HRW. The overwhelming ma-
jority, 78.1% (556/712), of the recovered and coded
DDS death certificates refer to deaths which oc-
curred in 1986.

Of the 2,73327 official documents recovered and
coded by HRW, 14.1% (384/2,733) of these docu-
ments originated from inside the DDS and were per-
sonally addressed to Hissène Habré himself. Doc-
uments to Habré mention 435 unique victims, with
each of these victims’ names appearing an average of
3.0 (1288/435) times across all 384 documents. The
bulk of these communications were sent from the
DDS to Habré in 1988 and 1989: 45.6% (172/377)
and 20.7% (78/377) of known written communica-
tions to Habré occurred in 1989 and 1988, respec-
tively.

5.2 Observed Mortality within DDS
Prisons

Observed mortality inside the DDS prisons is a
coarse indicator of the conditions inside the pris-
ons and the nature of the treatment of inmates by

DDS officials. The mortality pattern reported in the
DDS’s daily Situation Journals and Death Certifi-
cates shows large variation over time, as can be seen
in Figure 4. Throughout 1986, the documented daily
crude mortality rate was on average 11.56 per 1,000
prisoners, with a standard deviation of 13.88. The
observed mortality pattern in 1986 increased sub-
stantially in late March of 1986 to 18.42 per 1,000
prisoners, then gradually declined to around 14.52
per 1,000 prisoners during the third quarter, be-
fore declining in the fourth quarter to a rate similar
to that observed general pattern before 1986 (i.e.
around 6.41 per 1,000). This pattern is shown in
Figure 4. The DDS’s daily situation journals and
death certificates (which were recovered and coded
by HRW) both show much higher death rates in 1986
than in other years during President Habré’s reign.

The higher crude death rate is related to an in-
crease in the number of prisoners reportedly held in
DDS prisons. From late 1983 through early 1986,
the mean number of prisoners by week was 200–
250, with a low period in late 1984 when there were
fewer than 100 prisoners. However, as can be seen
in Figure 5, in August 1986, the weekly mean num-
ber of prisoners increased to over 600, with a max-
imum of 695 in May 1986. By the third quarter
of 1986, the weekly mean prison population had
decreased to approximately 300. In the middle of
1986, the population-density of the prison was par-
ticularly high. This peak in the population density
of the prison corresponds directly with the docu-
mented peak in mortality based on death certifi-
cates. This suggests that prison conditions wors-
ened during these times, possibly due to a combina-
tion of deterioration of sanitation and living condi-
tions within DDS prisons, the effects of prison over-
crowding, and the notably higher ratio of prisoners
to prison officials. Recovered and coded death cer-
tificates from the DDS indicate that, in 1986–87,
common causes of deaths recorded by DDS officials
on prisoners’ death certificates included “dysentery,”
“diarrhea,” “severe ameobic dysentery” and “hepati-

27Three of the documents were not useful for most of our statistical analysis, see Appendix C.2
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tis.”28 The verified existence of daily situation jour-
nals and routinely-issued death certificates implies
that the senior officials of the DDS were continu-
ously informed about prison conditions, the size of
the prison population and the deaths of individual
prisoners.

The shifts in prison population levels were closely
correlated in time with the changing weekly crude
death rate: as population increased, so did the death
rate, and then both decreased in late 1986. This
positive correlation is consistent with the hypothesis
that in the first three quarters of 1986, overcrowd-
ing contributed to extraordinarily high death rates
among prisoners in the DDS prison. The prisoners’
daily crude mortality rates between 1984 and 1988
(with a median of 3.46 per 1,000 and a maximum of
18.42 per 1,000) were substantially higher than the
normal crude mortality rate among the entire Cha-
dian population.29 This comparison actually under-
states the extreme nature of the prison death rates
because most prisoners were adult males who should
have much lower mortality than the population more
generally. In a normal population, most deaths are
among very young children and elderly people.

28See, for example, HRW and Benetech HRDAG Document Mapper Database, Doc No. DDS/S/CD/D/850715,
DDS/S/CD/D/860617, DDS/S/CD/D/860922, DDS/S/CD/D/861008, DDS/S/CD/D/861218, DDS/S/CD/D/870207, and
DDS/S/CD/D/860915

29UNICEF reports that the annual crude mortality rate for the entire population of Chad was 21 per 1,000 in 1970 and 16
per 1,000 in 1990. These annual crude mortality rates are equivalent to an average daily crude mortality rate of 0.058 per 1,000
in 1970 and 0.044 per 1,000 in 1990. See http://www.unicef.org/infobycountry/chad_statistics.html
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5.3 Analysis of Reported Detentions
by Location

The DDS held prisoners in several cells at its head-
quarters and at various other points in the capital,
such as a former French army officers’ club and a
barracks known as the “Camp des martyrs.” An
underground prison at the DDS, which was in fact
a converted swimming pool, was used from 1987.
Detainees were imprisoned and tortured there, right
next to the USAID (United States Agency for Inter-
national Development) office. Some political prison-
ers were allegedly held at the presidential palace in
N’Djamena, some 50 meters from President Habré’s
residence, where 300 prisoners were reportedly killed
just before he fled. Prisoners were also held at the
“locau,” the Brigade Spéciale d’Intervention Rapide
(BSIR, Special Rapid Intervention Brigade), les Lo-
caux, la Gendarmerie I, la Gendarmerie II and la
Maison d’Arrêt.

Human rights groups have noted that inde-
pendent investigations found several cases of ill-

treatment and deaths in detention in the DDS. For
example, a report by Amnesty International noted
the following:

In July 1988, the Special Rapporteur
of the United Nations on Summary or
Arbitrary Executions wrote to the gov-
ernment of Chad on the subject of al-
legations that several people had died
in secret detention centers following ill-
treatment. The Special Rapporteur
noted: “Among the alleged causes of
death are a lack of medical care, totally
inadequate food, a lack of water, poor
ventilation of overcrowded cells, brutal-
ity and other ill-treatment.” The Spe-
cial Rapporteur requested information
on these allegations, in particular on
investigations into them, including au-
topsy reports and on the steps taken by
the authorities to bring the perpetrators
to justice and prevent further deaths.
The Chadian authorities did not reply.

6 The DDS Under Hissène Habré

6.1 The Formation and Development
of the DDS

Hissène Habré created the DDS by presidential de-
cree on January 26, 1983.30 The DDS was to be “di-
rectly responsible to the Presidency of the Republic,
due to the confidential nature of its activities,” and
its tasks included “the collection and centralization

of all intelligence information...that threaten to com-
promise the national interest,...and collaboration in
suppression through the creation of files concerning
individuals, groups, collectivities, suspected of ac-
tivities contrary to or merely detrimental to the na-
tional interest.”31. Upon their induction and swear-
ing into the DDS, officials were required to pledge
an oath of allegiance directly to Hissène Habré.32

30See “The Acte Fondamental de la Republique.” in HRW and Benetech HRDAG Document Mapper Database, Doc
AS/OC/HH/820929. Scanned Document Image reproduced in Appendix D.7

31Presidential Decree, Article 1 of the presidential decree which gave rise to the DDS stated that the DDS is “directly
responsible to the office of the President of the Republic because of the confidential nature of its activities”

32See “Proces Verbal de Prestation de Serment” in HRW and Benetech HRDAG Document Mapper Database, Doc 2675,
DDS/G/N/890225-1. Scanned Document Image reproduced in Appendix D.2.
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Unofficial Translation of Original French
in DDS Document

I swear on my honor, faithfulness and
dedication to the President of the Re-
public and the Institutions of the 3rd
Republic.

I take the solemn promise never to betray
and to keep secret all the activities of the
D.D.S. whatever the circumstances and
in all ordeals.

...

In the name of the President of the
Republic, I take note of your oaths as
Agents.

Our analysis of documents recovered from the
DDS and coded by HRW shows that the existence
of the DDS dates back to at least August 5, 1982.
In this document, Habré (signing as the president of
CCFAN,33 not as the president of Chad) names an
army captain from the “Commissariat a la Securite
Generale et a la Documentation” (part of CCFAN)
as a chef de Service for “la Direction de la Sècuritè
Generale et a la Documentation”.34 The document
also suggests that Habré initially staffed senior po-
sitions within the DDS with trusted officers of the
army (CCFAN) in late 1982.

A number of recovered documents which are
dated in the first half of 1983 suggest that for a brief
period after Habré’s coup the DDS was a unit of the
Ministry of Interior.35 However, no recovered and
coded documents dated after June, 1983 show evi-

dence that the DDS was part of the Ministry of In-
terior. In fact, documents dated 1984 and onwards
have a document header which suggests that offi-
cially the DDS was a special unit of the Office of
the President (See Figure 6.1). These observations
from the recovered documents are consistent with
the hypothesis that Habré restructured the DDS op-
erational and reporting lines directly under his com-
mand in 1984.

Qualitative research by Amnesty International
concluded that the DDS employed over 1,000 peo-
ple in 23 departments.36 The DDS was given re-
sponsibility for state security, intelligence gather-
ing and covert operations. Some of the special-
ist units within the DDS included the prison ser-
vice (responsible for management of prisons), the
Brigade Spéciale d’Intervention Rapide (BSIR) (re-
sponsible for making arrests), the Service Mission
Terroriste (SMT) (responsible for carrying out spe-
cial operations on foreign soil against Chadian politi-
cal opponents), the investigation service (responsible
for gathering intelligence) and the counter-espionage
service (responsible for surveillance of foreign indi-
viduals and institutions within Chad).

Saleh Younouss, former director of the DDS,
noted the evolution of the DDS from a state secu-
rity intelligence agency, and Hissène Habré’s direct
role in the re-focusing of its activities towards an
agent of state terror:37

It must be recognized that the DDS’s ini-
tial mission was progressively modified
by the President [Hissène Habré] himself.
Initially, the DDS was responsible for se-
curity both inside and outside the coun-

33The Command Council of the Armed Forces of the North (Conseil de Commandement des Forces Armées du Nord or
CCFAN) was a Chadian rebel army active during the Chadian Civil War. Upon breaking away from the Second Liberation
Army of National Liberation Front of Chad (FROLINAT), Hissène Habré commanded CCFAN from 1972.

34See HRW and Benetech HRDAG Document Mapper Database, Doc 2747, AS/OC/HH/820805).
35For an example, see HRW and Benetech HRDAG Document Mapper Database, Doc 305, DDS/S/LD/PG/830426
36Amnesty International (2001) “Chad: The Habré Legacy.” AI Index: AFR 20/004/2001. October, 2001.
37Presidential Decree, Article 1 of the presidential decree which gave rise to the DDS stated that the DDS is “directly

responsible to the office of the President of the Republic because of the confidential nature of its activities”
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(a) Header from DDS document 305
(DDS/S/LD/PG/830426), dated April
1983, showing the DDS under the “MIN-
ISTRE DE LA INTERIEUR ET DE LA
SECURITE”

(b) Header from DDS document 2537
(DDS/S/CO/HH/851012), dated October 1985,
showing the DDS under the office of the president.

Figure 6: Headers from the top of two DDS documents suggesting that the DDS was reorganized to be more
directly beneath the presidency early in Habré’s period in office. Headers of this sort appear at the top of
most recovered and coded DDS documents.

try and, in particular, for thwarting all
Libyan action against Chad. But little
by little, the President himself gave the
DDS a new direction and turned it into
an instrument of terror.38

38Direct quote from interview with Saleh Younouss contained in Amnesty International “Chad: The Habré Legacy” AI Index
AFR 20/004/2001. Amnesty International ; October, 2001.
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7 An Empirical Analysis of Administrative Records of the DDS

Alongside the Doctrine of Command Responsibility

In this section, we present analysis of the doc-
uments recovered from the former DDS headquar-
ters and coded by HRW. We analyze these doc-
uments against the core elements of the interna-
tional legal Doctrine of Command Responsibility.
The three main elements of command responsibility
are the existence of a Superior-Subordinate Relation-
ship, knowledge by a commander that his/her sub-
ordinates were engaging in impermissible conduct,
and a failure to act in that commanders did noth-
ing to prevent or punish those responsible for the
commission of such crimes.39

7.1 Analysis of Document Flow

This section analyzes the flow of the documents re-
covered and coded by HRW. It is based on author-
ship and addressing information contained in the
documents. Figure 7.1 shows an example of the ad-
dressing information we extracted from documents
recovered from the DDS and used in our analysis.

Appendix C describes how this information was
coded and structured. Appendix A describes how
the figures illustrating document flow were con-
structed.

As discussed in Section 4, two of the key crite-
ria associated with the Doctrine of Command Re-
sponsibility are knowledge of actions by subordi-
nates and operating policies and procedures which
are consistent with a superior-subordinate hierarchi-
cal structure. By examining the flow of official com-
munication between the DDS, other line ministries
and President Habré, we can help answer questions
about command responsibility. In particular, exam-
ination of document flow can help us clarify whether
Habré had a superior-subordinate relationship with

the DDS and whether he had knowledge of their poli-
cies and activities.

7.1.1 Document Flow Into and Out of the
DDS

Figure 8 shows the the information flow of all rel-
evant documents recovered from the former DDS
headquarters and coded by HRW. Because most of
these documents were addressed either to or from
the DDS, this figure primarily gives an overview of
the flow of communication to and from the DDS.
Due to sampling limitations, it is not possible to
make inferences about the total magnitude of report-
ing between the DDS and the Office of the President,
nor is it possible to make inferences about the rela-
tive magnitude of direct communication with the Of-
fice of President and the DDS or any of the line min-
istries. However, we are able to deduce that there
was a substantial amount of direct communication
from the DDS directly to the Office of the President
between 1982 and 1990. The data from these docu-
ments that were authored by the DDS itself are not
consistent with claims that DDS officials acted alone
without the knowledge or authority of the President
or their superior officers. On the contrary, the ob-
served flow of information suggests that there was
regular and continuous reporting by the DDS about
its policies and practices to the Office of the Presi-
dent and senior officials of the DDS.

Upon assuming the presidency, Hissène Habré es-
tablished the DDS. Hence, the DDS is an official
state structure which Habré designed and launched
himself. Furthermore, the Director of the DDS did
not report through the Minister of Interior who then
reported to Habré. Rather, Habré established a spe-
cial direct reporting line from the Director of the

39Refer to Section 4 for more information about the doctrine of Command Responsibility.
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DDS to the President’s Office.

These findings are consistent with those of the
1992 Chadian Truth Commission. In its report, the
Commission quoted Djimé Togou, former Minister
of the Interior, who said “everything concerning the
DDS is reserved for the President and no person of
that time, regardless of his rank or post, can inter-
fere in the business of that office.”40

7.1.2 Document Flow to Habré

There are two notable patterns which we observe
in Figure 9. First, there is a distinction between
the recovered and coded correspondence to Presi-
dent Habré originating from the DDS and the recov-
ered and coded correspondence from the Ministry
of Interior. Almost all (92%, 156/169 documents,
mostly intelligence reports, of the Ministry of Inte-
rior’s correspondence to President Habré, are carbon
copied to the DDS. Conversely, the DDS did not car-

40Report of the Commission of Inquiry into the Crimes and Misappropriations Committed by Ex-President Habré, his Accom-
plices and Accessories, May 1992, English translation by United States Institute of Peace, Transitional Justice: How Emerging
Democracies Reckon with Former Regimes, Vol III: Laws, Rulings and Reports (Neil J. Kritz, ed., Washington D.C.: U.S.
Institute of Peace, 1994).

Figure 7: Example header of a document found in DDS headquarters. Because this document is authored
by the Director of the DDS and is addressed to Habré, the document is considered to flow from the DDS to
President Habré. (Document 2204, DDS/S/CO/HH/831212-1)
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Figure 8: All recovered and coded documents authored by or addressed to the DDS.
Most of the documents flowed entirely within the DDS and constituted routine internal DDS reporting.
The bulk of discovered documents sent out of the DDS were addressed to Habré. The bulk of discovered
documents sent into the DDS were intelligence reports from the Ministry of the Interior.
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bon copy line ministries or other institutions on their
communications to Habré. This does not necessarily
mean that the Ministry of Interior did not commu-
nicate directly to Habré without copying the DDS.
For example, we generally only see communication
from the Ministry of the Interior to Habré when it is
copied to the DDS. However, the lack of copies from
the DDS to Interior is consistent with the hypothe-
sis that the DDS was a specialized unit of the Office
of the President and thus part of a clear superior-
subordinate hierarchical structure under President
Habré’s command.

Secondly, we observe a difference between the
Ministry of the Interior and the DDS in how their
communications to Habré were carbon copied to se-
nior officials within those organizations. Communi-
cation from within the Ministry of the Interior to
President Habré not only included carbon copies to

the DDS but also carbon copies to senior ministerial
officials, such as the Minister of the Interior. In con-
trast, only a small fraction (6%, 24/384 documents)
of communication sent from within the DDS to the
President was carbon copied to the Director of the
DDS. This pattern of communications suggests that
the DDS was not subject to the same official com-
munication protocol as line ministries such as the
Ministry of the Interior, but was part of a closer and
more direct communication process with the Office
of the President.

7.1.3 Comparison of Flow of Routine &
Non-Routine Documents

Each document in our data set is classified as either a
routine or non-routine form of communication based
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Figure 9: Flow of recovered and coded documents which were addressed to Hissène Habré be-
tween 1982 and 1990. The darker arrows indicate direct correspondence; lighter arrows indicate indirect
recipients, i.e. institutions that were sent carbon copies of the correspondence. The light red arrow looping
back on the Ministry of the Interior represents communications from the Ministry of the Interior to President
Habré and carbon copied to senior Ministry officials.
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on its content. Routine communications included
documentation on prisoner lists, prisoner death cer-
tificates, DDS personnel information, documents
about movements of specific detainees, routine sit-
uation reports and situation journals. In contrast,
non-routine communication included ad-hoc surveil-
lance/intelligence communications, ad-hoc situation
reports and requests for arms.

Figure 10 contrasts the authors and recipients of
these two types of communication. Routine report-
ing was mostly transmitted from specialized units of
the DDS to the Director of the DDS. Carbon copies
were sent to counterparts within the DDS such as

the archives unit, the Chef du Service Administratif,
the Chef Service Documentation, DDS Adjoint and
the Commander of the BSIR.

While the nature of direct reporting by the DDS
to President Habré was ad-hoc, there was a substan-
tial amount of such communication. The documents
discovered by HRW included 366 ad-hoc communi-
cations which were sent directly from the DDS to
President Habré’s office. The frequency of this ad-
hoc communication is shown in Figure 11. From
Figure 11, we can see that such communication was
continuous, which is consistent with the hypothesis
that the Office of the President had knowledge of

41From the available data, we are unable to make conclusions about the relative magnitude of direct communication for
different years. It is possible that some documents are more likely to have been recovered than others. For example, documents
created in the later part of Habré’s presidential reign may have a higher probability of being recovered than those from the
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Figure 10: Flow of routine and ad-hoc communication among documents discovered in DDS headquarters.
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Figure 11: Frequency of ad-hoc communication from the DDS to Habré among documents discovered in
DDS headquarters.
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the DDS’s activities between 1983 and 1990.41

7.1.4 Flow of Information From and About
the Prefectures to N’Djamena

Figure 12 presents the flow of 189 recovered docu-
ments with information authored by or concerning
DDS officials outside N’Djamena addressed to the
director of the DDS or to Hissène Habré.42

Although only 7% (189/273343) of the total num-
ber of official documents recovered and coded by
HRW were traceable to one of Chad’s prefectures,

Figures 12 and 13 show the extent to which the
DDS headquarters and Habré were briefed by re-
gional DDS officials during all years of Habré’s pe-
riod in office. Among recovered and coded docu-
ments which were traced to regional sources, 78%,
(147/189) were ad-hoc communications. About half
(94/189) of the prefecture-sourced documents were
reports directly to Habré.

Prefecture-sourced documents mostly comprise
routine situation reports and information about
DDS prisoner status and movements. Such commu-
nication about operations and practices by regional-
level officials back to DDS headquarters is consis-
tent with the hypothesis that the DDS senior lead-

early years. Hence, our findings are limited to the nature and content of communication to Habré.
42The location of each document included in Figure 12 was determined based on location-specific document headers and/or

the authoring official’s title as recorded in the recovered document. If information about the author’s location is occasionally
omitted, this figure will undercount the magnitude of information-flow (in the documents recovered from the DDS and coded
by HRW) from regional offices to the DDS headquarters.

43Three of the documents were not useful for most of our statistical analysis, see Appendix C.2
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ership had overall command of the regional units
and knowledge of their activities. This evidence also
suggests the level and extent of organization of the
DDS, particularly with respect to the operational
procedures of how subordinates reported to superior
officers about their work.

7.2 Failure to Act: Habré’s Control
of DDS Appointments and Pro-
motions

One of the three principal components of the Doc-
trine of Command Responsibility is the senior com-
mander’s failure to act : in particular, failing to take
reasonable measures to prevent the criminal act or
to punish the perpetrator thereof.44 In this section,
we review the data contained in the recovered and
coded documents found in the DDS against the fail-
ure to act criteria.

7.3 Evidence of Measures to Prevent
Criminal Acts or Punish Subor-
dinates

Our analysis of the recovered and coded documents
did not identify any documentary evidence of mea-
sures taken by Hissène Habré to prevent criminal
acts by his subordinates. We did find documen-
tary evidence that at certain times Habré replaced
his subordinates. However, there is no explanation
about the reasons behind these personnel replace-
ments in the recovered and coded documents. Inde-
pendent qualitative analysis carried out by Amnesty
International and HRW found that in 1987 and 1989
Habré carried out purges against particular ethnic
groups who he suspected of undermining his author-
ity.45 These purges would include dismissal of offi-
cials of those particular ethnicities.

7.4 Evidence Concerning Senior DDS
Personnel Appointments

Habré directly appointed chefs, or department heads
and chefs adjoints, or assistant department heads,
throughout the DDS. The bottom portion of Fig-
ure 14 summarizes the documents authored by
Habré appointing DDS officials. In the recovered
and coded documents, Habré and senior DDS offi-
cials made at least 95 senior personnel decisions be-
tween 1985 and 1987: 13 at the director or assistant
director level for the DDS and BSIR, 42 at the Chef
de Service level, and 40 at the Chef Adjoint de Ser-
vice level. Of these senior appointments, at least 25
were made by President Habré himself.

In interpreting this figure, it is important to note
that the data on hiring is incomplete. Many ap-
pointments to positions known to exist are missing.
Moreover, the documents recovered from the DDS
and coded by HRW contain information about the
beginnings of officials’ tenures, but they give no in-
formation about when or how these officials left their
positions. Additionally, we usually only know about
a single documented appointment for each person,
so we do not know whether these officials came from
outside the DDS or were promoted from within it.
Altogether, the large amount of missing information
about personnel decisions, and the fact that we don’t
know how the information we do have was selected,
makes it impossible to identify overall patterns of
hiring. We also cannot draw conclusions about what
Habré did not do, e.g. that he did not discipline or
dismiss DDS officials. However, we can conclude
that the documents recovered from the DDS and
coded by HRW indicate that Hissène Habré was di-
rectly involved in a number of the promotions and
transfers of senior DDS officials.

44See Article 28, Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court, July 17, 1998, UN Doc. A/CONF.183/9* www.un.org/icc.
45See, for example, Amnesty International (2001) “Chad: The Habré Legacy.” AI Index: AFR 20/004/2001. October, 2001.
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Figure 12: Number of documents authored by DDS officials stationed outside N’Djamena sent
to the director of the DDS. The location of each document included in the figure was determined based
on the official’s title as recorded in the document (e.g. “Chef de Service de Guera”). Underlying map and
prefecture boundaries are based on Map No. 3788 Rev. 4 of the United Nations Department of Peacekeeping
Operations, Cartographic Section.
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Figure 13: Number of documents with information about the prefectures flowing into the DDS Director or
Habré’s office in N’Djamena.
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7.4.1 Timing of Habré’s DDS Appointments
and Promotions With Mortality in
DDS Prisons.

We can analyze the timing and nature of person-
nel decisions by Habré which are mentioned in the
recovered and coded documents against the pat-
tern of mortality amongst DDS prisoners reported
in the DDS’s own internal communication. (See Sec-
tion 5.2). Specifically, in Figure 14, we can see that:

• Habré appointed people throughout the senior
leadership of the DDS,

• Habré and senior DDS officials appointed 49
DDS officials in late 1985 (mostly at the level
of Chefs de Service and Chefs Adjoint de Ser-
vice), shortly before the notable increase in
reported mortality amongst prisoners held in
DDS prisons,

• Five out of seven Chefs de Service appointed
in February 1987 by Habré were promotions
or horizontal transfers of officers who were in
positions of authority during the 1986 increase
in prisoner mortality.

It should be noted that in the second half of 1987,
personnel changes were made at the DDS Director
level, BSIR Commander and BSIR Assistant Com-
mander levels. From the information in the recov-
ered and coded documents, it is unclear on what ba-
sis these personnel changes and new appointments
were made. Additional data and further research is
required to clarify whether there is any connection
between the observed increase in prison mortality in
1986 and replacement of some of the senior DDS and
BSIR leadership in late 1987.

Our analysis of the timing of Habré’s senior per-
sonnel appointments and promotions, alongside the
pattern of documented mortality within the DDS
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Figure 14: Mortality in DDS-run prisons and personnel decisions made by Hissène Habré. Much
data on hiring and promotions is missing from the set of discovered documents, so not all personnel ap-
pointments are shown. Each small circle represents the appointment of a single DDS official. The horizontal
positions of the circles show the date of the appointment, and the vertical positions show the level of the
appointment within the DDS. Appointments connected by lines are for the same person, so re-appointments
and same-level transfers appear as horizontal lines and promotions appear as diagonal lines.
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prisons, indicates that there is an association be-
tween these two phenomena. In particular, our find-
ings are consistent with the hypothesis that Habré
and the DDS director were directly involved in se-
nior appointments immediately prior to the large in-
crease in observed mortality in the DDS prisons in
1996. Our findings also show that five out of the
seven Chefs de Service appointments made immedi-
ately after the period of heightened prison mortality
were promotions or internal transfers of senior DDS
officials who were active inside the DDS during the
period of heightened prison mortality.

7.4.2 Appointment and Tenure of DDS
Prison Director

As presented in Section 5.2, conditions within the
DDS prisons produced high levels of mortality which
were documented by DDS officials themselves. The
observed mortality within the DDS deteriorated sub-
stantially in 1986. Bandjim Bandoum, a former
DDS official and now an informant to HRW, has
reported that Abakar Torbo was the Director of the
DDS Prisons for the entire duration of Habré’s pres-
idency.46 Our analysis of documents recovered from
the DDS confirms that Torbo was a long-term, se-
nior official within the DDS.

Akabar Torbo is mentioned in 23 separate of-
ficial DDS documents which were recovered from
the DDS headquarters by Human Rights Watch.
Torbo’s name is first mentioned in a personnel list
dated 24 August, 1984.47 In a number of documents
dated 11 December, 1984, 10 July, 1985, and 28 Jan-
uary, 1986, respectively, Torbo is listed as having the

senior-level rank of “S/Officier Assimile.”48 In five
separate recovered DDS documents, each dated in
late 1986—the year which observed prison mortal-
ity peaks, Akabar Torbo is listed as holding the title
“Chef Securite Penetencier.”49 Furthermore, there
is evidence that Torbo was rewarded for his DDS
service with a nomination (from the DDS Director
to President Habré) for a state-funded pilgrimage to
Mecca in 1988.50

From the evidence recovered by HRW from the
DDS, we observed that

• Torbo held the rank of “S/Officier Assimile”
from late 1984 through to late 1986,

• Torbo was the Chief of the DDS Prisons in
1986, and

• the senior leadership of Habré’s administration
(including President Habré) were informed
about Torbo’s service in 1986.

These findings are consistent with testimony pro-
vided by Bandjim Bandoum, a former DDS official.
They also indicate oversight and subsequent positive
recognition of the DDS Prison Chief by the DDS Di-
rector and President Habré.

46Cire Bathily, Demba et al. (2008) “Plainte” (Legal Complaint Filed by 12 Petitioners Against Hissène Habré for Crimes
Against Torture, Acts of Torture and Complicity in Crimes Against Humanity and Acts of Torture) On file with Human Rights
Watch.

47See HRW and Benetech HRDAG Document Mapper Database, Doc 2831, DDS/G/P/840824-1).
48See HRW and Benetech HRDAG Document Mapper Database, Doc 2757 (DDS/G/P/841211-1), Doc. 2870

(DDS/G/P/850710-2), Doc. 2342 (DDS/S/CO/HH/880628-1).
49See HRW and Benetech HRDAG Document Mapper Database, Doc 197 (DDS/S/AL/A/860723-1), Doc. 1235

(DDS/S/NI/R/PR/PC/851121-1), Doc. 1236 (DDS/S/NI/R/PR/PC/860718-1), Doc. 1264 DDS/S/NI/R/PR/PC/860426-
1), Doc. 1464 (DDS/S/NI/R/PR/PC/8607XX-1).

50See HRW and Benetech HRDAG Document Mapper Database, Doc 2342 (DDS/S/CO/HH/880628-1).
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7.5 Evidence of the Type of Informa-
tion which was Communicated to
Hissène Habré by the DDS

Of the official documents recovered from the DDS
and coded by HRW, 14.1%, (384/2,73351) were ex-
plicitly addressed to Hissène Habré. These docu-
ments are mostly dated between 1985 and 1990. Of
these written communications addressed to Habré,
95%, (364/384) were ad-hoc communications.52 The
ad-hoc communication in these documents which
was addressed to Habré was diverse in its nature
and authorship. Most of the recovered and coded
documents addressed to Habré don’t have author-
ship encoded on the document; of those that do note
the authorship, most come from the Director of the
DDS.

Recovered and coded documents also included
ad-hoc communication from units of the Division
des Services Spéciaux or Special Services Division
(namely the BSIR, Santé, Messages Telex and the
Liaison Militaire units) and the Division des Études

or Information Division (namely the Documenta-
tion et Archives, Exploitation and Recherche units).
These ad-hoc communications tended to mostly be
nominations for promotion/transfer of personnel
within the DDS or specific communication about
particular individuals or events. The small amount
of routine communication sent directly to Habré was
mostly authored by the Director of the DDS, and
two specialized units of the DDS (namely the health
unit (Santé) and the archives unit (Documentation
et Archives)).

Previous research by HRW and Amnesty Inter-
national has concluded that Hissène Habré received
regular reporting about the activities of the DDS
from senior officials within the DDS.53 Due to lim-
itations of our data, we are unable to assess the
true magnitude and frequency of reporting from the
DDS to Hissène Habré. However, the data extracted
from the recovered and coded documents is consis-
tent with the hypothesis that Habré received regu-
lar reporting from the DDS, in particular from the
Director of the DDS, and that this communication
covered a broad range of DDS activities.

8 Future Research Directions

The analysis presented in this report is based
on the available data and methods which we were
able to implement. There are a number of areas of
the analysis which can be further developed and ex-
tended. Future directions for this research include:

• Publish the database of documents and
scanned images on the Internet via a user-
friendly web-portal providing victims and their
families direct access to documents recovered
from the DDS and allowing other human rights

researchers to review and extend our work;

• Create a more complete analysis of who was
mentioned in which documents. This can be
done by matching the mention of a person in
one document where their job title is given, to
the mention of that same person in another
document where it is not. We could also com-
bine our database of mentioned DDS officials
with other sources of information about who
held which positions when. This would en-
able a more complete analysis of the level of

51Three of the documents were not useful for most of our statistical analysis, see Appendix C.2
52Such “ad-hoc” communication included surveillance/intelligence communications, non-routine situation reports, requests

for arms and nominations for officials to be sent to Mecca at the expense of the State.
53See, for example, Amnesty International (2001) “Chad: The Habré Legacy”. AI Index: AFR 20/004/2001. October, 2001.
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authority of people whom Habré hired, fired,
and communicated with.

• Create an automated method for matching
officials’ names between different documents
that can handle cases of minor misspellings or
document scan errors, to support the previous
analysis extension.

• Explore the possibility of assembling new data
sources so that we could estimate the total
magnitude and pattern of killings and disap-
pearances attributable to Habré and the DDS.

• Most of the communication from Habré takes
the form of appointments to senior positions
in the DDS. We might be able to show re-
sponsiveness by looking at related communi-
cation that happens before or after those ap-
pointments. Are specific people mentioned in

correspondence to Habré (participants in suc-
cessful operations, some kind of outstanding
service) who are then promoted by him? This
would give evidence that he read the doc-
uments that were addressed to him. Were
his appointments followed by shifts in pol-
icy/activity/communication in the DDS? This
could check whether his appointments exer-
cised control over the organization.

These proposed refinements and extensions to
the current research are aimed at making the data
more accessible to other human rights researchers
and relatives of the victims. These actions would
also extract more information from the recovered
documents allowing us to refine our analysis, and
draw conclusions from the available information
with increased precision.

9 Conclusion

In this report, we have used evidence recovered
from official documents found in the former DDS
headquarters and coded by HRW to clarify the na-
ture of activities within DDS prisons. We analyzed
the document flow to address the question “Who
could have known what? When? and How?” We
compared our findings against the three main cri-
teria of the Doctrine of Command Responsibility.
Based on the available information contained in the
2,73354 official documents recovered from the DDS
and coded by HRW, we conclude that

• Habré and the DDS leadership which he ap-
pointed were very likely well informed about
the activities of the DDS.

• Habré was in control via personnel appoint-
ments of senior officials and through the Oath
of Allegiance which all DDS officials pledged
directly to him.

• The mortality rate in DDS prisons was several
factors higher than the crude mortality rate of
Chad.

These findings are consistent with the hypothe-
sis that Hissène Habré and the senior leadership of
the DDS were part of a superior-subordinate rela-
tionship and had knowledge of the operations and
practices of the DDS.

54Three of the documents were not useful for most of our statistical analysis, see Appendix C.2
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A Appendix: Data Visualization Techniques used to Generate Doc-

ument Flow Diagrams

Counting the Number of Documents The thickness of the arrows used to indicate document flow
in Figures 12 8, 9 and 10 were based only on document count, not on document length or content. Our
consideration of document flow looked at documents that flowed from the office or person that authored it
to each office it was addressed to. When a document was addressed to multiple recipient offices, we selected
one of them as a direct recipient according to rules and labeled the other offices as indirect recipients. In
some cases, we imputed the origin or destination office of a document from the title of the official who
authored it, i.e. A document authored by the Commandant of the BSIR (Chad’s Rapid Response Brigade)
was considered to originate in the BSIR, and a document authored by the DDS Service Chief for the town
of Mondou was considered to originate in or contain information about Logone Occidental Prefecture. Full
details of our rules for identifying direct recipients and imputing origin and destination offices and prefectures
are described in Section C.4.

Thickness of the Flow Arrows The thickness of the flow arrows is determined by a scale-and-shift
function applied to the number of documents d the arrow represents:

Arrow Width =
d− dmin

dmax − dmin
(wmax − wmin) + wmin

where [dmin, dmax] is the range of document counts to be illustrated and [wmin, wmax] is the range of printable
line widths in points. For the flow figures in this report, [dmin, dmax] = [1, 300] and [wmin, wmax] = [1, 25].
Our use of a small minimum thickness (wmin = 1pt.) means that the shift from linearity is very small,
making the visual scale very close to proportional. We chose this function because it accommodates a broad
range of values (from one document up to hundreds) with arrow thickness almost perfectly proportional to
document count, while still leaving lines representing small documents visible.

Diagram Substrates In the organizational flow figures (Figures 8, 9 and 10), we used an underlying
organizational diagram (organigramme) based on research done by HRW and information found in the
discovered documents. We placed the DDS directly under the presidency because this is how it is situated
in nearly all recovered and coded documents (See Section 6.1).

The geographic document flow figure (Figure 12), the underlying map is based on Map No. 3788 Rev. 4
of the United Nations Department of Peacekeeping Operations, Cartographic Section.

Flow Arrow Layout The arrows in the geographic document flow figure (Figure 12) were positioned
using the automatic flow layout algorithm described in Phan et al.’s Flow Map Layout, published in IEEE
Information Visualization 2005. The arrows in the organizational flow figures (Figures 8, 9 and 10) were
positioned by hand.
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B Appendix: Glossary of French Names Used in this Report

Table 2: Glossary of French Names Used in this Report

French English
AVCRP See l’ Association des Victimes des Crimes

et Répressions Politiques au Tchad (AVCRP)
Brigade Spéciale d’Intervention Rapide (BSIR) Special Rapid Action Brigade
BSIR See Brigade Spéciale d’Intervention Rapide (BSIR)
BSIR Adjoint Assistant Chief of the Special Rapid Action Brigade
Chef de Service Administratif Chief, Administrative Services Division of the DDS
Chef de Service de Guerra Chief, War Services Division of the DDS
Chef Service Documentation Chief, Documentation Services Division of the DDS
Conseil de Commandement des Forces Command Council of the Armed
Armées du Nord (CCFAN) Forces of the North
CCFAN See Conseil de Commandement des

Forces Armées du Nord (CCFAN)
DDS See Direction de la Documentation

et de la Sécurité (DDS)
DDS Adjoint Assistant Chief, DDS
Direction de la Documentation Documentation and Security Directorate
et de la Sécurité (DDS)
Division des Etudes Research Division, DDS
Division des Services Spéciaux Special Services Division, DDS
FANT See Forces Armées du Nord
Forces Armées du Nord (FANT) Armed Forces of Chad
Gouvernement d’Union Nationale Transitional Government of National Unity
de Transition (GUNT)
GUNT See Gouvernement d’Union Nationale

de Transition (GUNT)
L’ Acte Fondamental de la Republique Fundamental Act of the Republic of Chad
l’ Association des Victimes des Crimes Chadian Association of Victims of
et Répressions Politiques au Tchad (AVCRP) Political Repression and Crime
La Prison de la Presidence Prison of the Office of the President (Prison operated by the DDS)
Le Camp des Martyrs A prison operated by the DDS
Le Gendarmerie I Military Police I (A prison operated by the DDS)
Le Gendarmerie II Military Police II (A prison operated by the DDS)
Les Locaux A prison operated by the DDS
La Maison D’art A prison operated by the DDS
Service Administratif Administrative Services Division, Chad
Service Mission Terroriste (SMT) Terrorist Mission Service, DDS
SMT See Service Mission Terroriste (SMT)
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C Appendix: Data and Methods

C.1 General Overview

This appendix describes the processing performed on two HRW datasets:

1. database of people mentioned in 2,730 documents found in DDS archive

2. spreadsheet describing 288 officials

Many different automated processing steps were successively applied to these two datasets. Each pro-
cessing step created a new file; the files from earlier steps were left unmodified, so any processing step could
be improved, re-applied to its input file, and used to re-run later steps. The following sections describe the
intermediate files that were produced.

Different data processing steps were designed and implemented around different units of analysis. This
was done to facilitate empirical analyses across different dimensions. In particular, we sought to analyze the
data from the recovered and coded documents to answer the following questions:

• ‘How were political prisoners inside the DDS treated? Were their basic human rights protected and
respected?’,

• ‘Was the relationship between President Habré and the DDS a “superior-subordinate”-type relation-
ship?’,

• ‘Were senior officials inside the DDS and President Habré continuously informed about the policies
and practices of the DDS?’,

• (If they were informed,) ‘Did President Habré and senior DDS officials “demonstrate a failure to
act”)?’.

The most important units of analysis used during the data processing were:

• document: government document found in an abandoned office of the former DDS headquarters in
N’Djamena, Chad.

• person-mention57: person with a specific role in a document.

• office58: institutional author or institutional recipient of a document.

• official-tenure59: an official government position held by a specific individual for a specific period of

57A person-mention is a named individual with a specific role who was mentioned in the content of a government document.
Individuals can have one or more roles in a document, such as author, recipient, victim, agent, etc.

58We constructed a controlled-vocabulary of government offices, with a particular focus on DDS units, based on HRW’s
research of the internal structure of the DDS and the names of units mentioned in the recovered and coded DDS documents.

59See section C.6 for a discussion of the official-tenure data.
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time.

For each file used in our data processing, the unit of analysis will be mentioned when the record count is
described in this appendix.

C.2 The Document-Mapper Database

We developed a document-mapper database-system to organize the scanned document images and the infor-
mation contained in those documents: this system combines a web-based user-interface with the relational
database of recovered and coded documents. Information about the 103,343 people mentioned in the 2,730
documents recovered from the DDS and coded by HRW were typed into this system. The database contained
information about the documents, and information about the people mentioned in each document (name,
title, location) as well as their “role” in that document. The structured fields encoded in the database are
presented in Table 3.

Table 3: Structured Fields Encoded into the Database of Recovered Documents

Database Field Description of Database Field
reprec id: person id to represent match group
person id: record identifier (primary key)
name first: first name parsed from fullname field
name nick: middle name(s) parsed from fullname field
name last: last name parsed from fullname field
title: person’s title
institution: 1 if institution, 0 or blank if person
person comment: notes from document about person
people: > 1 means count of anonymous people (e.g. periodic prison census)
role: 1 if Agent, 2 if Victim, 0/blank for Mentioned
rel type: agent/victim “action”, or author/recipient/mentioned/situation journal
event year: year that rel type occurred
event month: month that rel type occurred
event day: day that rel type occurred
ethnicity: 21 different ethnicity codes
hrw doc: document ID (assigned by HRW): type codes plus date of doc
hrw num: appended to hrw doc to make it unique
doc year: year document was written
doc month: month document was written
doc day: day document was written
doc city: abbreviated code for city where document originated
doc office: office that’s source of document
doc title: full title of document
doc comment: comment about document (mostly blank)

It is possible that many different kinds of errors could have occurred when data was entered into the
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database from the scanned document images. The main types of potential errors, which may have occurred
when transforming the information contained in the recovered and coded documents into the aforementioned
structured database format, include:

• identification error: failure to identify relevant pieces of text in a scanned document, resulting in a
blank field in the database.

• classification error: mis-classification of text in a document into an inappropriate category of the
controlled vocabulary.

• transcription error: typographical error. When the filename of a scanned document image is entered
incorrectly, the document is “lost”. [Information contained in the recovered documents is sometimes
difficult to read because of the condition of the original paper and/or quality of the resulting scanned
image.]

• duplication error: the DDS archive could have contained multiple copies of the same document, or a
single document copy could have been entered into the database twice; for duplicate database records,
it’s difficult to tell which condition occurred.

This data and methods appendix will describe numerous procedures that were performed to identify and
correct such errors.

There were many steps required to enter and correct the data in the document-mapper database system.
We scanned all the documents, and added the scanned images to an image filesystem. Independently, we
typed identifying information about the documents into a database, including the filenames of the scanned
images. The scanned-image filenames (which are derived from hrw doc and hrw num, see Table 3) were
very long, so there were many transcription errors that resulted in “orphaned” documents. The document-
database initially contained 2,488 “useful” records60, i.e. records that linked to actual scanned images
in the image filesystem. We eliminated 75 duplicate records from the document-database, leaving 2,413
useful records. We eliminated 11 document-database records which had no person-mention records, leaving
2,402 useful records. We then initiated a detailed investigation to find the “orphaned” documents, fixing
343 scanned-image filenames, resulting in a document-database with 2,745 “useful” records. Finally, we
eliminated 12 document-database records that were duplicates, and 1 record that was illegible, resulting in a
final document-database with 2,732 records. Two of the document records didn’t link to any person records,
so the exported person-mention records resulted in a new master-file (see below) based on 2,730 documents.

Since the same name plus role could appear multiple times in a document, and duplicate names usually
represented the same person, we designed automated matching algorithms and applied them to the master-file
to eliminate duplicate person-mention records (i.e. those with the same name plus role). Eliminating such
duplicates in the master-file left 58,905 person-mention records out of the original 103,343 person-mention
records (57.4% of the original).

60This was the database used to write “Preliminary Statistical Analysis of AVCRP & DDS Documents—A report to Human
Rights Watch about Chad under the government of Hissène Habré”, available online at http://www.hrdag.org/resources/

publications/chad-20031104a.pdf
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A record-linkage expert used the web application to “match” the people that appeared in multiple
documents, i.e. identify when a pair of person-mention records referred to the same person; this makes it
possible to track people who are mentioned in multiple documents. Matching decisions were based on an
analysis of the “likeness” of each mentioned person, based on: first name, last name, the role of the person
in the document, and the date of the events described in the document. The matching identified 14,629
unique people out of the 48,929 named records (29.9%).

C.3 Processing of the Data from the Document-Mapper

We undertook numerous steps to correct errors in the person-mention records.

The personal names (i.e. name first, name nick, name last) and titles of all people in the person-mention
records were “canonicalized”, i.e. standardized.61 This standardization process was performed to make it
easier to detect “matches”, i.e. two records that represent the same person. A matching expert canonicalized
the name and title fields. Analytical experts did further canonicalization of the title fields. The number of
uniques and associated canonicals for the ‘firstname’, ‘lastname’, ‘title’ and ‘doc office’ fields in the database
are presented in Table 4.

Table 4: Unique and Canonical Values for ‘firstname’, ‘lastname’, ‘title’ and ‘doc office’ fields

Database Field No. Uniques No. Canonicals
‘firstname’: 6,351 −→ 3,469
‘lastname’: 7,087 −→ 3,813
‘title’: 2,143 −→ 1,875
‘doc office’: 174 −→ 52
Total: 15755 −→ 9,209

Synonyms for titles were rarely used. One of the few titles that had a number of frequently-used synonyms
was “President de la Republique du Tchad”. The frequency distribution of synonyms used for President
Habré in the recovered and coded documents are presented in Table 5.

The frequency distributions of the three most-frequently canonicalized doc office synonyms, namely those
for the DDS, BSIR and DDS Penitencier, are presented in Table 6.

We designed computer algorithms and wrote software programs to identify missing data, bad data (in-
correct format or illegal value) and inconsistent data (e.g. document date precedes event date) contained
in the master-file. For each person-mention record that contained an error, a matching expert examined
the document-image associated with that record, then created “correction records” to specify the correct
data. We then wrote software programs to find potentially incorrect name-matches and potentially missing
name-matches; a matching expert used this data, along with the newly canonicalized names and titles, to

61To “canonicalize” the values of a field, all the unique values are collected, and a “canonical” value is assigned to each group
of unique values that represent the same entity (where the unique values differ because of transcription errors, abbreviations,
variant spellings, variant versions of the same name (synonyms), etc).
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Table 5: Synonyms Used for President Habré in Documents

Synonym Frequency Count
President de la Republique du Tchad 623
Chef de L’Etat 11
PRT 6
President Fondateur de L’Unir 2
PRT a TITRE CR 2
Chef Supreme des Armees 1
President du Conseil de Ministres 1
President du Conseil des Ministres 1
Total 647

Table 6: Canonicalizations for Mentions of ‘DDS’, ‘DDS Penitencier’ & ‘BSIR’

Synonym Frequency Count
DDS:
DDS 21,155
Direction de la DDS 69
DSS 31
. . . . . .

DDS Penitencier:
DDS/Service Penitencier 4,114
DDS/Service Penitentier 756
Direction de la DDS/Service Penitencier 49
DDS/Service Penitencier de la DDS 26
. . . . . .

BSIR:
DDS/BSIR 3,475
BSIR 111
DSS/BSIR 46
. . . . . .

add/correct match information. We then applied the corrections to the master-file. The frequency distribu-
tion of corrections made to the data are presented in Table 7.

We removed 263 duplicated records (0.4%) (exact duplicates that were erroneously created when records
were exported from the document-mapper database) from the 58,905 records. We then applied corrections
presented in Table 7. Finally, if the document date was still missing, we then attempted to deduce it from
the hrw doc field, if possible. If we were unable to deduce the document this way, we used the latest date
that was found in the document. After this processing, the percentage of documents with missing dates
dropped from 18.0% (491/2,730) to 2.4% (67/2,730).
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Table 7: Frequency Distribution of Match Corrections

Type of Correction Frequency Count
name first 6
event-date 110
doc-date 110
new or corrected name match 559

Analytical experts examined the scanned images of all the DDS documents about personnel nominations
and appointments (i.e. hrw doc types that started with DDS/G/N/), and filled in name, title, office and
location information (when available).

After applying the appointment-title fixes to the person-mention records, we then canonicalized the
name, title and document-office fields. We replaced a blank name field with ‘HISSEIN HABRE’ in 671
person-mention records with the title ‘PRESIDENT DE LA REPUBLIQUE DU TCHAD.’

C.4 Imputation of Missing Data

Many of the database records contained fields with missing information. The missing information could
sometimes be derived from other fields, which we call “imputation”. Data imputation was implemented by
filling in a particular missing field by using relevant information from related fields of the same document.
This section describes the data imputation we performed.

We performed the following types of imputation:

• Extract office information from doc title phrases (283 mappings)

We mapped phrases from title fields into the office of a title-holder. Of the records that contained
titles, 57.8% (7,538/13,036) of these records had a title that could be mapped into an office using this
file. Table 8 presents some examples of the most-frequently mapped offices.

• Extract location information from doc title phrases (153 mappings)

We mapped phrases from title fields into the location of a title-holder. Table 9 presents some examples
of the most-frequently mapped locations.

• Assign office information to hrw doc type values (32 mappings)

If you remove the date from hrw doc, you’re left with hrw doc type—the code assigned by HRW to
classify the document according to its content (see Table 10). For the 32 hrw doc type values, we
classified different aspects of the communication, such as relationship to the DDS, and whether the
communication was routine or ad-hoc.

• Extract title and doc office values from person comment values (1,078 mappings)
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• Impute organizational home from office values (362 mappings)

For these 362 office values, specify the org (organizational home) for that office. Of the records that
contained office values, 58.8% (6,219/10,568) of those records had an office that could be mapped to
an org. Table 11 presents some examples of the orgs most-frequently mapped from office values.

• Extract information from doc title values (1,561 mappings)

We extracted as much information as possible from these doc title values. The primary purpose of this
data processing was to classify the document titles into 49 standard titles, for use in the document-flow
analysis (see section C.5).

• Assign role to direct recipients (1,267 mappings)

For the 1,267 person-mention records that represent direct recipients of a document, specify the role
of that recipient. This was done using the following algorithm:

if hrw_doc == "AS/OC/MI/HH"
then direct_recipient == "President de la Republique du Tchad"

else if hrw_doc == "DDS/*" &&
(at least one recipient is "DIRECTEUR DE LA DDS" ),

then direct_recipient == "Directeur de la DDS"

else if hrw_doc == "DDS/*" &&
(one of the recipients == "Commandant de la BSIR"),

then direct_recipient == "Commandant de la BSIR"
else direct_recipient == "only"

• Impute office from various fields (1,310 mappings)

For the remaining records which still had missing doc office values, we imputed the doc office value
from other fields (including title, hrw doc type, date, role, etc).
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Table 8: Examples of Most-Frequently Mapped Offices

Phrase Frequency Count
BSIR:
BSIR 436
Commandant de la BSIR 335
Regisseur de la BSIR 19
. . . . . .

Forces Armees Nationales Tchadienne:
FANT 283
Lieutenant 108
Commandant 22
Militaire 15
Commandant de Brigade 10
. . . . . .

DDS:
DDS 602
Controleur de la DDS 29
Officier de Permanence de la Direction de la DDS 9
Services DDS 4
. . . . . .

Prefet Administratif:
Prefet du Moyen Chari 26
Prefet de Logone Oriental 18
Prefet de la Tandjile 18
Sous Prefet 12
Prefet de Mayo Kebbi 11
. . . . . .

Ministere de l’Interieur:
Ministre de l’Interieur 149
Ministre de l’Interieur et de la Securite 48
Ministere de l’Interieur 12
. . . . . .

Service Securite Fluviale:
Securite Fluviale 117
Agent de la Securite Fluviale 11
Service de Securite Fluviale DDS 10
. . . . . .
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Table 9: Examples of Most-Frequently Mapped Locations

Phrase/Words Frequency Count
Region: SOUTH
Prefecture: Logone occidental
City: Moundou
Service de Securite de Moundou DDS 4
Maire de la Ville de Moundou 4
Directeur Regional de Pam a Moundou 4
Chef de Service de Securite de Moundou 4
Chef Adjoint de Service Securite Moundou 4
. . . . . .

Region: SOUTH
Prefecture: Moyen-Char i
City: <unknown>
Prefet du Moyen Chari 26
Prefet Adjoint du Moyen Chari 6
Chef de Service de Securite du Moyen Chari 5
. . . . . .

Region: CENTRAL
Prefecture: <unknown>
City: <unknown>
Prefet de Logone Oriental 18
Adjoint Prefet du Logone Occidental 4
. . . . . .

Region: CENTRAL
Prefecture: Chari-Baguirmi
City: N’Djamena
Sous Prefet de Ndj Rural 4
Regisseur de la Maison Darret de Ndj Commissaire de Police 4
. . . . . .
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Table 10: Schematic of HRW Document Coding System

HRW Document Code Document Description
AS/OC/A/OFF/A: Documents originating from outside sources /

Origin Known / Other / Official Sources / To Others
AS/OC/A/OFF/HH: Documents originating from outside sources /

Origin Known / Other / Official Sources / To Habré or Office of President
AS/OC/DF/A: Documents originating from outside sources /

Origin Known / Defense-Army / To Other Recipients
AS/OC/DF/PG: Documents originating from outside sources /

Origin Known / Defense-Army / Prisoners-of-War
AS/OC/HH: Documents originating from outside sources /

Origin Known / From Hissène Habré or Office of President
AS/OC/MI/A: Documents originating from outside sources /

Origin Known / Originating from Ministry of the Interior / To Others
AS/OC/MI/HH: Documents originating from outside sources /

Origin Known / Originating from Ministry of the Interior / To Habré or Office of President
AS/OC/MJ/PG: Documents originating from outside sources /

Origin Known / Originating from Ministry of Justice / Lists of Detainees / Prisoners of War
AS/OC/PF: Documents originating from outside sources / Origin Known / Prefectures
DDS/G/N: Documents Originating from inside the DDS / General / Nominations
DDS/G/P: Documents Originating from inside the DDS / General / Personnel Lists
DDS/S/AL/A: Documents Originating from inside the DDS / Specific / Movement of Detainees / Arrests
DDS/S/AL/ML: Documents Originating from inside the DDS / Specific / Movement of Detainees / Released
DDS/S/AL/T: Documents Originating from inside the DDS / Specific / List of Detainees / Transfers
DDS/S/AL/T/D: Documents Originating from inside the DDS / Specific / Movement of Detainees / Detainees
DDS/S/AL/T/PG: Documents Originating from inside the DDS /

Specific / Movement of Detainees / Prisoners of War
DDS/S/CO/HH: Documents Originating from inside the DDS / Specific / Correspondence / To Hissène Habré
DDS/S/FI: Documents Originating from inside the DDS / Specific /

Information Sheets (Intelligence on Individuals)
DDS/S/LD: Documents Originating from inside the DDS / Specific / Lists of detainees
DDS/S/LD/D: Documents Originating from inside the DDS / Specific / Lists of detainees / Various
DDS/S/LD/PG: Documents Originating from inside the DDS / Specific / Lists of detainees / Prisoners of War
DDS/S/NI/R/PR/PC: Documents Originating from inside the DDS /

Specific / Internal Notes / Reports on the Prisons / Specific
DDS/S/NI/R/PR/PR: Documents Originating from inside the DDS /

Specific / Internal Notes / Reports on the Prisons/ Periodic
DDS/S/NI/R/SG/PC: Documents Originating from inside the DDS /

Specific / Internal Notes / Reports on the Situation in General / Specific
DDS/S/NI/R/SG/PR: Documents Originating from inside the DDS /

Specific / Internal Notes / Reports on the Situation in General / Periodic
DDS/S/SJ: Documents Originating from inside the DDS / Specific / Situation Journals
DDS/S/CD/D: Documents Originating from inside the DDS / Specific / Death Certificates/ Detainees
DDS/S/CD/PG: Documents Originating from inside the DDS / Specific / Death Certificates/ Prisoners of War
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Table 11: Examples of Most-Frequently Mapped Organizations

Phrase/Words Frequency Count
DDS:
DDS 2074
DDS Penitencier 359
Archives 348
Service Administratif 247
DDS Adjoint 167
DDS Service Penitencier 102
Service de Securite 68
DDS Administratif 57
Service Documentation 50
Directeur Adjoint de la DDS 20
DDS Provinces 18
Service Securite Fluviale 11
DDS Exploitation 10
. . . . . .

Presidence de la Republique du Tchad:
Presidence de la Republique du Tchad 1018
Securite Presidentielle 6
. . . . . .

BSIR:
BSIR 723
BSIR Penitencier 96
DDS BSIR Locaux de Detention 43
Sante 41
. . . . . .

Ministere de l’Interieur:
Ministere de l’Interieur 213
Ministere de l’Interieur Surete Nationale Service Central des Renseignements Generaux 208
Surete Nationale 196
. . . . . .

All of the aforementioned imputations were applied to the earlier master-file to create a new master-file
which contained more fields but the same number of records (58,642).

C.5 Creation of Document-Flow Data

This section describes the data created to analyze the document-flow (of the recovered and coded documents)
within the executive branch of the Chad government.
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After completing the data imputation described in Section C.4, we created an author/recipient file with
a record for each of the author(s) and a record for each of the recipient(s) for the recovered and coded
documents. If the master-file was missing author and/or recipient information for a document, ‘anonymous’
records were created. We performed a series of review-checks to ensure that each unique author/recipient
was only assigned to a single office (these checks triggered improvements to the office-imputations described
in the previous section). This data processing created 7,633 author/recipient records for the 2,730 recovered
and coded documents (the number of author/recipient records is more than twice the number of documents,
since documents were often addressed to multiple recipients).

Using the author/recipient file, we created a document-flow file: for each recipient in each document, cre-
ate a record for each of the authors. The 3,950 records in the document-flow file included all the information
needed for our document-flow analysis; these records are described in Table 12.

Table 12: Author-to-Recipient Data Used for Document-Flow Analysis
Field Description Recording Accounting
document office: 9 unique values; unknown for 4 (0.2%) records
office of recipient: 12 unique values; unknown for 1435 (36.4%) records
is author in DDS: 3,082 true (78.0%)
is recipient in DDS: 3,134 true (79.3%)
is direct recipient (not CC’ed): 1,273 true (32.2%)
is Habré the recipient: 1,215 true (30.7%)
was the document CC’ed to the DDS: 2,321 true (58.7%)
hrw doc type (HRW document type): 32 unique values
is a DDS document: 3115 true (78.9%)
DDS document type: 5 coarse types, 10 fine types
is routine communication: 2672 true (67.6%)
document date: unknown for 73 (1.9%) records
document title, standardized: 49 unique titles
is author or recipient unknown: 2538 true (64.2%)

C.6 Processing of Data on Official Tenures

This section describes the procedure we used to determine the tenures for prominent DDS officials.

We started with a spreadsheet of 288 government officials, constructed by HRW researchers, that contained
each official’s tenure dates (start-dates usually existed; end-dates rarely existed). For each official in this
list, we found all their person-mention records in the master-file, and used the document-dates from these
person-mention records to fill in missing or erroneous tenure dates.

The start-date for each official tenure was defined to be the earlier of:

• start date from HRW spreadsheet

• earliest date the name+title is mentioned in the master-file
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The end-date for each official tenure was defined to be the latest of:

• end date from HRW spreadsheet

• the earliest of:

– latest date the name+title is mentioned in the master-file

– the day before the start of the next tenure with the same name and title

• the earliest of:

– end date from HRW spreadsheet

– start date of the person’s next tenure

– start date of the person’s earliest known successor

After imputing missing tenure dates, the percentage of missing tenure start-dates dropped from 13.5%
(39/288) to 12.8% (37/288), and the percentage of missing tenure end-dates dropped from 92.0% (265/288)
to 44.8% (129/288).
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D Appendix: Scanned Copies of Key Documents Recovered from

the DDS Headquarters

D.1 Appointment of Chef de la Service of the DDS

Figure 15: Document 2747, AS/OC/HH/820805
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D.2 The DDS Loyalty Oath

Figure 16: Document 2675, DDS/G/N/890225, Page 1
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Figure 17: Document 2675, DDS/G/N/890225, Page 2
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Figure 18: Document 2675, DDS/G/N/890225, Page 3
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D.3 A letter to Habré from the Service Administratif

Figure 19: Document 2497, DDS/S/CO/HH/860121-1
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D.4 Direct Communication to Habré About Deserters From the DDS

Figure 20: Document 2357, DDS/S/CO/HH/880714-1
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D.5 Example Scanned Image of a DDS-issued Death Certificate

Figure 21: Document 83, DDS/S/CD/D/860509
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D.6 Example Scanned Image of a DDS Situation Journal

Figure 22: Document 1193, DDS/S/SJ/860620
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D.7 L’ Acte Fondamental de la Republique

Figure 23: Document AS/OC/HH/820929-07, Page 1
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Figure 24: Document AS/OC/HH/820929-07, Page 2
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Figure 25: Document AS/OC/HH/820929-07, Page 3
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Figure 26: Document AS/OC/HH/820929-07, Page 4
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Figure 27: Document AS/OC/HH/820929-07, Page 5
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Figure 28: Document AS/OC/HH/820929-07, Page 6
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Figure 29: Document AS/OC/HH/820929-07, Page 7
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Figure 30: Document AS/OC/HH/820929-07, Page 8
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